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Journal

I saw two men, one went in but the other fell down and died.

THE SHEEP

HERDER.

How the old sheep herder

The City Market

WANT! Want! Want! Want!

THE SHEEP.

HERDER.

Do Lane's new novel

An Oregon writer's Greatest Effort

THE RECORDER

NOTES

Carrot Shortcakes

Let us put carrots in every box of food we make. They are so much more nutritious than anything we eat. The carrots are a great help in building up our bodies.
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Stoves, Ranges and Farm Implements, etc.

In the time to purchase hardware, the undersigned has

The Portland Liver Medicine

A GUARANTEED CURE for all diseases of the liver and gall-bladder,

CHICO

WITH BELLE NOEL, the famous Chico Girl, and the Famous C.

J. B. B. }
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